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Abstract
The goal of loyalty reward program is to retain customers who are profitable to the organization. However most
airlines have very little understanding of their customers yet have a little knowledge about their most valuable
passengers. This study is aimed to analyze financial aspects of customer value to the company in the context of
aviation loyalty reward program in Indonesia. Financial value of customers is analyzed using CLV approach.
Modeling of financial value of the members to the airline is developed by performing regression analysis of CLV
against RFM and the associated socio-demographic characteristics of the members. This study used secondary
data of customer profiles and financial transactions of the Garuda Frequent Flyer members in 2012. The
empirical findings observed in this study explain that the financial value of the frequent flyer members to the
airline is influenced by RFM, Gender, Age, and Frequent Flyer Tier levels. It is also found that the RFM
valuation is aligned with CLV analysis. The result contributes to the knowledge of aviation loyalty program by
improving the effectiveness from the aspect of capitalizing on the lifetime value of the members, and to the
industry in designing proper marketing strategy and implementing accurate marketing functions in term of
Frequent Flyer Program.
Keywords: loyalty reward program, profitability, RFM, CLV
1. Introduction
The best known example of successful loyalty programs in airline industry is a frequent flyer program (FFP)
(Kim et al., 2001; Browne et al., 1995). The marketing strategy is used by airline industries to maximize their
profit and retain their loyal customers. Having grown in exponential expansion, FFPs are notorious as the largest
membership of loyalty program with more than 120 million members enrolled in one or more of the 200 FFPs
globally (McCaughey & Behrens, 2011). FFP awards generally reward loyal (and frequent) customers in the
form of loyalty currency which can be used for free flights, upgrades, shop products, and other services. Having
considered as a part of payment systems, frequent flyer miles represent one of the world’s most popular
currencies (Dreze & Nunes, 2004).
However the effectiveness of FFP has been argued because of the huge operating cost involved (Yang & Liu,
2003) whereas loyalty and profitability are not always aligned considering most loyal customers are not
necessarily the most profitable (Reinartz & Kumar, 2000). How do the programs affect beneficial outcomes for
the airline? In the meanwhile, airline industry commonly offers a generic benefit scheme to their FFP members
(Tirenni et al., 2007). The “one size fits all” strategy is indeed very costly yet ineffective because each type of
customer segmentation has particular preferences pertaining to the benefits (Suzuki, 2003; Martin et al., 2011).
In general, most airlines have very little understanding of their FFP members and have yet little knowledge about
their most valuable customers (O’Connel, 2009). They mistakenly use inaccurate models for customer valuation
which is simply based on miles flown regardless of ticket fare (Tirenni et al., 2007; Yang & Liu, 2003).
In the context of customer equity, consumers generate values to the organization by means of financial and
non-financial contributions. Based on the concept of customer lifetime value (CLV), financial value to the
organization is typically defined as business worth of nominal profit generated by customer. In the context of
service organization such as airline industry, the value derived from customers greatly influences the profitability
of airlines. In the airlines industry, the customer values have normally been determined only by current tier of the
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loyalty program rather than lifetime values. As a matter of a fact, the highest tier’ members are not necessarily
the most profitable nor loyal customers to the airline (Tirenni et al., 2007). These kind of members might not
generate profitable revenue to the airline yet very costly in serving their premium services. Therefore, it is
crucial for airline to accurately identify its valuable customers and effectively target them to sustain long-term
relationship benefit of the firm as well as of the customers.
While FFP has attracted a great deal of attention in the transportation and marketing literatures, there has been
relatively little formal modeling of FFP by academics (Basso et al., 2009). This study becomes unique by
exploring actual FFP data from an airline to determine the financial value of FFP members of an established
airline. Research with access to actual FFP data from an airline is still uncommon (McCaughey & Behrens,
2011). Meanwhile, to our knowledge, there has been no research on frequent flyer program of Indonesian
airlines. Hence, the financial value of the FFP members to the airline has not been thoroughly observed yet. This
study develops modeling to identify the monetary value of the FFP members based on their consuming behavior.
1.1 Loyalty Reward Program (LRP)
The key-roles of the LRP are “loyalty” as the primary goal of loyalty program, and “reward” as the key
instrument for attaining it (Yuheng, 2011). The basic concept of LRP is to enhance customers’ long-term
profitability in term of customers’ lifetime value as a form of equity (Yuheng, 2011). Reward has proven strongly
in affecting customers’ making decision and also their behavior changes as well (Gomez et al., 2006). LRP has
been increasingly applied in many industries. The US loyalty marketing industry, a $6 billion market, contains
more than 2,000 LRPs, and 90% of Americans in at least one loyalty program (Berman, 2006).
Based on the basic type of the LRP (Ho et al., 2009), frequent flyer is a Type III of customer loyalty program in
which members receive points (free miles) based on cumulative purchases. As a Type III of the program, FFP
provides more indicators of consumers’ purchasing behavior. Therefore, a Type III program induces customer
loyalty especially when the rewards align with customers’ interests.
1.2 Loyalty & Profitability
A successful loyalty program increases value-proposition of the product, retains loyalty and hence preserves the
profitability from the customers (Kumar & Petersen, 2005). Loyalty reward program can be significantly costly
for the organization despite the fact that loyal customers are not always generating profit to the firm in
non-contractual settings (Reinartz & Kumar, 2000). Airline business is classified as a non-contractual setting as
the time at which a customer ended the relationship with the airline is unknown. FFP costs to the airline by
offering the benefits including upgrade and free flight tickets or other advantages in check-in, priority on the
waiting lists of overbooked flights, extra baggage allowances or business lounges access. These benefits cost to
the airline at a range from $3 to $20 per member per year and involve about $2M-$12M to start up the program
(O’Connel, 2009).
Because profitability is the final outcome of business performance, it is important for airline to determine
whether FFP members do add financial value to the airline considering profitable customers are not necessarily
loyal customers. Basso et al. (2009) found the possibility that even with higher ticket price, FFPs ultimately
erode airline profitability. The fact that prices and profits will move in opposite directions with FFP caught
airline in a prisoner dilemma type situation. Airline must align its business objective by reducing the costs to
running FFP while maximizing the lifetime value of its members in order to define the marketing effort and to
target members accurately.
1.3 RFM Analysis
RFM analysis depends on Recency (R), Frequency (F), and Monetary (M) variables based on customer’
transaction profiles. Previous scholars (Hughes, 1994; Lin et al., 2010) believed that RFM is the most accurate
method to predict customer future behavior compared to any possible demographic combinations because RFM
exactly measures what people do: when they buy, how often they buy, how much they buy. RFM Score
represents customer’ purchasing behavior and his/her profitability value for the company (Wei et al., 2010).
From the view of the consuming behavior, RFM Score is related to the strength of customer relationship and
hence, it also represents customer loyalty (Schijns & Schroder, 1996).
Traditional literature believes that the three variables of the RFM model are equal in the importance; therefore,
the weights of the three variables should be identical (Hughes, 1994). On the other hand, some literatures (Liu &
Shih, 2005; Shen & Chuang, 2009) indicate that the three variables are different in the importance depending on
the characteristic of industry. Thus, the weights of the three variables are not equal. In this research, the weight
of the variables are defined using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a statistical approach that can be used to
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analyze interrelationships among a large number of variables and to explain these variables in terms of their
common underlying dimensions (Hair et al., 2010). The model of CLV RFM Score is represented by the
following empirical model.
Y=a (R)+b (F)+c (M)

(1)

Where,
a,b,c=the weight of Recency, Frequency, and Monetary, respectively
R= Recency
F= Frequency
M= Monetary
1.4 Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)
A basic tenet of the evaluation of marketing strategy is that marketing efforts should be referred to the customer
lifetime value (Rust et al., 2000; Blattberg et al., 2001; Jain & Singh, 2002). Hence, the allocation of marketing
resources should focus on the enhancement of the expected customer lifetime value.
CLV is defined as the expected lifetime value of customer. It represents the present value of all the future
revenues obtained from customers over their life of relationship with an organization (Pfeifer et al., 2005;
Reinartz & Kumar, 2000). CLV serves as an accurate indicator of the future customer profitability by predicting
expected revenues generated by the customer. As noted by Reinartz & Kumar (2000), CLV is the most important
stage in selecting the right customers to be retained in addition to the profitable lifetime duration for
non-contractual relationship. Consequently, CLV focuses on financial benefits created from the retention of
customers. CLV can be used to guide the firm's acquisition and retention activities of its customers (Blattberg et
al., 2009). CLV approach provides guidance for organization to segment its customers based on their profitability
generated for the firm.
The components determined CLV include the relationship duration (the likelihood of customer has a relationship
with the organization in period of t), the expected revenues generated by customer during the tenure with the
organization in period of t, the expected costs borne by organization in maintaining the relationship in period of t,
and the discounted rate. The formulation of expected CLV according to Kumar V et al. (2008) is as follows:
t
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Where,
AMGCit = Average Contribution margin brutto customer i in purchase occasion t
M= marketing cost
A= acquisition cost
i= customer index
t= time period
T= period beyond t
d= discounted rate
P (Active)it=probability customer i’ activity in period t, or expected life of customer i.
The value of expected life of customer depends on the retention rate of the customer, r (Reichheld, 1996).
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The retention rate (r) can be found based on the following formula (Kumar, 2005):
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(4)
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Where,
n= total purchase in time observation period
T= time when last purchase performed by customer
N= observed time
CLV is calculated for each homogeneous segmenting customer by estimating customer future value with
analyzing trend of customer. One variant of the CLV estimation models is the RFM framework commonly used
in direct marketing in which the probability of customers’ future purchases is based on the recency, frequency
and monetary value of their past transactions. These RFM probabilities are then used to classify customers
according to their profit potential. The RFM approach offers a potential solution to the problems associated with
predicting CLV and gives direct marketers input on customer profitability and relationship management issues.
1.5 Modeling Financial Value of FFP Members to the Airline
Regression is used to analyze the associated variables to CLV, especially RFM and related socio-demographic
characteristics of the members, including: Gender, Age and Frequent Flyer Tier level. The empirical model is:
Log Y=β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3+β4D1+β5D2+β6D3+I

(5)

Where,
Y: CLV
β0: intercept
β1~6: regression coefficient
X1: RFM
X2: Age
X3: Gender, dummy variable (Male =0, Female=1)
D is a dummy of Tier-variable with Blue tier membership for a reference category
D1: Dummy Silver-Tier [Tier S]
D2: Dummy Gold-Tier [Tier G]
D3: Dummy Platinum-Tier [Tier P]
i: Error
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data & method, followed by Section 3 for
the empirical result & discussion. Finally, Section 4 concludes the study.
2. Data & Variable
2.1 Sampling Technique
The focus in this research is on the modeling of financial value of FFP members to an airline in Indonesia. In this
study, the loyalty program’ customer value to the airline is referred to FFP of a state owned airline in Indonesia,
Garuda Indonesia. The data was sampled from Garuda Frequent Flyer (GFF) members registered up to 2012.
The sampling technique is a combination of stratified random and systematic sampling. The optimum sample
size (n) is 9,431 out of total members (594,302) according to Krejcie & Morgan (1970) for 95% of confidence
level and 0.01 of margin error.
2.2 Variables
The variables in this study refer to three measurement on RFM score (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) and
seven measurements on CLV developed by Kumar V. et al. (2008) and Reichheld (1996), which are probability
lifetime duration of customer (P), average revenue generated by customer (AMGC), marketing cost (M),
acquisition cost (A), time period, discounted rate, customer retention rate, r (as a function of recency, frequency
and period of time).
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Table 1. Variables RFM and CLV
Construct

Measurement

Scale

RFM

Recency+Frequency+Monetary Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
for the weights

Ratio

Recency

Time period since the last purchase. It was transformed to ratio by assigning
point based on the quintiles concept.

Ratio

Frequency

The number of purchase transactions that a customer has made within 2012

Ratio

Monetary

Revenues of the company from each member collected in 2012 (based on
customer's transaction in purchasing the tickets) and standardized using
z-score

Ratio

Customer Lifetime
Value

See equation (2)

Ratio

P (Active)

Probability customer i’ activity in period t or the expected life of customer i.

Ratio

AMGC
Contribution
Margin)

IDR (Indonesian Currency)

Ratio

MC
Cost)

IDR (Indonesian Currency)

Ratio

Acquisition Cost

IDR (Indonesian Currency)

Ratio

Discounted rate

Percentage

Ratio

(Marketing

3. Analysis & Discussion
3.1 RFM Score & CLV Analysis
There were 60,068 total flight transactions executed by the 9,431 members during 2012. The frequency of
transaction per member was on the range of 0-138 times. Total generated revenue from these ticket payments is
defined as total monetary amount made by the customers to the airline. The airline applies sixteen different fare
types per flight hence the generated revenue per transaction is calculated based on each ticket fare. This
monetary value is financial revenue and standardized using z-score.
By having 89.5% of the total variance, the equation (1) of the weighted PCA for RFM score is found as below:
RFM Score=1.009 (R)+0.546 (F)+0.55 (M)

(6)

Based on the above equation, the maximum importance of the members’ transaction behavior to the airline is
recency. Meanwhile, monetary and frequency have a slight difference in affecting the profitability value for the
airline. The fact that recency is the most important factor representing GFF member’s purchasing behavior and
their profitability is in accordance with the previous studies of Reinartz & Kumar (2000) and Tirenni et al.
(2007). Frequency as the least important component of RFM score was also identified by Reinartz & Kumar
(2000) on their non-contractual setting research.
The range of CLV value is IDR-13,874 up to IDR 535,572,869 with IDR 15,397,244 as the average value and
standard deviation 27,945,127. Negative value of CLV means that the airline incurred higher cost in maintaining
the relationship (cost of marketing and acquisition) rather than obtaining revenue generated by the member. The
airline should not continue maintaining this type of membership. On the other hand, the members with low CLV
should be enhanced to maximize return on marketing and acquisition investments. However, in general a FFP
member contributes around 15 million IDR to the company.
Further step, a comparison between RFM and CLV is performed according to the segmentation structure. There
is a positive correlation between RFM and CLV as indicated in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. RFM and CLV of the GFF members
The Pearson Correlation is 71.5% indicating a strong positive correlation between RFM and CLV.
In summary, the financial valuation of the members based on RFM clustering is strongly proven by the CLV
valuation. The following section will explore on the modelling of financial value of the members based on
regression analysis.
3.2 Regression Analysis
Equation (5) of the model of financial value (CLV) of FFP members to the airline against its associated RFM
components and demographic variables (Age, Gender, Frequent Flyer Tier level), is represented by the
regression equation as shown below:
Log CLV=6.79+0.00204 RFM+0.000294 Age-0.00620 Gender+0.211 Tier S+0.423 Tier G+1.12 Tier P

(7)

Hence,
CLV=Exp [6.79+0.00204 RFM+0.000294 Age-0.00620 Gender+0.211 Tier S+0.423 Tier G+1.12 Tier P]

(8)

By having R-square 99.8%, the above model explains 99.8% of the total variation of the data. Hence, the
regression model meets a goodness of fit. The t-Test result of the model is shown below.
Table 2. Significant test (t-Test)
Predictor

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

VIF

Constant

6.78933

0.00072

9380.19

0.000

RFM

0.00203857

0.00002187

93.19

0.000

1.1

Age

0.00029413

0.00001358

21.65

0.000

1.6

Gender

-0.0062042

0.0002341

-26.50

0.000

1.6

SILVER

0.210688

0.000297

708.57

0.000

1.2

GOLD

0.422803

0.000308

1370.94

0.000

2.5

PLATINUM

1.11996

0.00149

750.05

0.000

1.0

S=1.00004; R-Sq=99.8%; R-Sq (adj)=99.8%
As shown on the significant test table, three variables (RFM, age, and tier levels) contribute positively to the
CLV value. As member getting older and having higher RFM or tier level, the CLV increases.
Compared to Blue tier member, the average CLV effect of Silver tier member is 23.491% higher whereas the
difference in the average CLV effect between the Gold and Platinum members is 52.653% and 206.48%,
respectively. Hence, the higher of the tier level is always followed by the higher amount of monetary value of the
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member. Platinum tier level has the greatest impact on the CLV followed by Gold, Silver and Blue. The result is
supported by the fact that members with higher level of tier do more profitable transactions than the lower tier.
Member is qualified for a certain tier only if he/she meets the condition precedent, the accumulated miles per
year. Therefore, to enhance the CLV of the member, the airline should encourage the member to do more and
more flight transactions.
In relation to gender, male members are more valuable than female since they produce higher CLVs to the airline.
The CLV of male member is 0.062% higher than that of female member.
The higher value of RFM is always followed by the higher value of customer lifetime (CLV). By doubling-up
the RFM, the CLV will grow 0.2 percent higher. Amongst the components of RFM (equation 6), recency is the
most important factor affecting CLV. Therefore, the newer the member of FFP makes a flight transaction with the
airline the higher the value generated by the member to the airline. In the meanwhile, frequency and amount of
purchase are found contributing less to CLV than recency.
The increment of age also enhances the CLV but much less significant than the impact of RFM to the CLV.
Based on the cross tabulation analysis between RFM score and age of the members, the peak of contribution is
given by members whose age on the range 46-55 and decreasing for members beyond 56 years old. By
transaction enhancement of members in their 30-40s, CLV will be increased. The populations of these members
are quite significant as presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Age groups
4. Conclusion
The result shows the financial value of the GFF members is primarily affected by the structure of FFP (Platinum,
Gold, Silver and Blue tier levels). Platinum tier status is the most important variable in determining the value of
CLV. The higher the level of FFP member tier is, the higher the CLV will be generated. Hence the airline needs
to treat members differently based on the tier level to further enhance the CLV.
The airline should enhance the RFM of the FFP members by assign maximum importance to recency, less
monetary, and the least to frequency. The marketing strategy and resource allocation should be aligned to the
degree of RFM importance.
The marketing strategy should also support the enhancement of CLV by accurate marketing approach with
regard to gender and age variation. Male and older members tend to be more valuable by providing higher CLV.
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